
Mount Sheridan Plaza – Charging Station 
Terms of Use 
 
These Terms of Use regulate the use of Mount Sheridan Plaza’s Charging Station which is 
located in the Food Court. The term ‘device’ refers to any a portable computing device such as 
a mobile phone, tablet or ereader.  The term ‘Customers’ refers to the person/s using the Charging 
Station.   

 
Obligation, Liability, Operation & Use: 
 

1. Customers are to use the Charging Station in accordance with these Terms of Use.  
2. The Charging Station is compatible with most Australian portable devices including 

mobile phones, tablets and ereaders. 
3. Customers are responsible for their device at all times and should not leave their 

device unattended for any period of time. 
4. Customers must not attach devices which are faulty or damaged in any way. 
5. Customers must not use Charging Stations in the event of an emergency, power 

outage, where the Station is out of order, or where the Charging Station including 
cords appears to be damaged or faulty. Any issues with the Charging Station must be 
reported to Centre Management immediately. If Centre Management is closed, 
Customers are to advise Cleaning or Security Staff without delay.  

6. Customers are not to interfere with any other persons devices attached to the 
Charging Station.  

7. Mount Sheridan Plaza will provide the Charging Station at no cost to Customers and 
is available during Centre opening hours.  

8. Customers are not to overcharge their device and must be removed when 
sufficiently charged.  

9. Mount Sheridan Plaza is responsible for ensuring the operation and maintenance of 
the Charging Station which includes the cords. 

10. Mount Sheridan Plaza may not be aware when the Charging Station is faulty or 
damaged and will rely on Customers using the Station to report issues/faults. 

11. Mount Sheridan Plaza is not liable for any damage, data loss, or theft of device/s and 
no correspondence will be entered into.  

12. Mount Sheridan Plaza reserves the right to update Terms of Use as required. 
 

 
 


